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Single atom imaging requires discrimination of weak photon count events above the background

and has typically been performed using electron-multiplying charge-coupled device cameras, pho-

tomultiplier tubes, or single photon counting modules. A scientific complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor (sCMOS) provides a cost effective and highly scalable alternative to other single

atom imaging technologies, offering fast readout and larger sensor dimensions. We demonstrate

single atom resolved imaging of two site-addressable optical traps separated by 10 lm using an

sCMOS camera, offering a competitive signal-to-noise ratio at intermediate count rates to allow

high fidelity readout discrimination (error<10�6) and sub-lm spatial resolution for applications in

quantum technologies. VC 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5003304

Recent developments in quantum information process-

ing (QIP) have led to a requirement for resolved single atom

imaging of isolated atomic qubits in microscopic optical

traps,1,2 ion traps,3 or optical lattices where quantum gas

microscopes offer a route to quantum simulation.4,5

Single atom imaging requires both spatial and number

resolutions, where a finite number of scattered photons are

collected by high numerical aperture (NA) optics in order to

obtain a large collection efficiency from atoms in micro-

scopic traps,1,6–8 optical lattices,9 or magnetic traps.10 This

enables multiple readouts of the same atom with hyperfine

resolved detection of atomic qubits11 or counting of individ-

ual atoms in ensembles of over 100 atoms.12

Due to the low photon numbers reaching the detector

(typically �10 photons/ms/atom), single atom detection has

typically been performed using single photon counting mod-

ules (SPCMs)13 or photomultiplier tubes (PMTs),14 offering

extremely low dark counts but only a single pixel. Therefore,

spatially resolved detection has till now been exclusively

performed using electron-multiplying charge-coupled device

(EMCCD) cameras15 or a standard scientific CCD coupled

with an intensifier.16

In this paper, we present single atom number resolved

measurements using a scientific complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor (sCMOS) camera. Unlike an (EM)CCD cam-

era, each pixel is read out independently, removing clock

induced charge noise and permitting higher readout speeds

whilst offering a superior signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for

intermediate incident photon rates. sCMOS cameras are thus

attractive candidates for scalable quantum information proc-

essing (QIP), providing larger sensor sizes and the ability to

perform high-speed real time single pixel processing using

on-board field-programmable gate array (FPGA) hardware.17

Quintessential to performing imaging with single atom

resolution is overcoming detector noise to discriminate the

weak photon events from a single atom over the background

count rate. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a camera is

given by18

SNR ¼ nQEffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

nQEðnþ nbÞ þ ðdro=MÞ2
q ; (1)

where n is the number of incident photons per pixel, nb is the

number of background photons per pixel, QE is the quantum

efficiency, Fn is the noise factor, M is the multiplication fac-

tor, and dro is the camera readout noise. Other camera noise

factors such as clock induced charge and dark noise have

been considered negligible for the cameras and imaging

timescales examined in this paper. From the above relation,

it can be seen that having a low readout noise coupled with a

large QE is crucial to achieve high SNRs at low photon

levels.

Standard scientific CCD detectors perform with SNRs

close to that of an ideal detector for high photon numbers

due to their near perfect noise factor, Fn¼ 1. However, in the

limit of few photons� 10 photons/px, the SNR suffers due to

the high readout noise19 dro> 6e–. An EMCCD camera over-

comes this constraint through an electron multiplying pro-

cess which amplifies the signal up to M �1000, allowing an

effective readout noise dro/M< 1e– to be achieved.20 This

multiplication process results in an increased noise factor,

Fn ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

, but makes it an incredibly powerful tool for low

photon imaging applications, such as imaging single atoms

and ions.

Recent advances in sCMOS cameras have made it a con-

tender in low light imaging. Each pixel is read out indepen-

dently, enabling larger sensor sizes with a high speed FPGA

to process readout.21,22 The use of ultralow noise MOSFETs

reduces the readout noise to values17 as low as 2e–. This

ensures fast integrated readout times, and since there is no

additional amplification process, a near perfect noise factor

Fn¼ 1 is achieved, allowing the sCMOS to be competitive at

intermediate photon levels of 10–100 photons/px.

The sCMOS camera used in this paper is the Andor Zyla
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200 MHz, dro¼ 2.2 e– rms with a maximum QE of 60%.

Table I compares the SNRs for top of the line cameras using

EMCCD and CCD technology as well as the Zyla. It can be

seen that when operating in the range of the best QE, the

Zyla outperforms the other technologies for mid-level pho-

ton events while still providing a competitive SNR for low

level imaging. At our imaging wavelength, k¼ 852 nm,

QE¼ 22%, giving a performance that is comparable to that

of an EMCCD for 100 photons/px.

A schematic of the setup used to load single atoms can

be seen in Fig. 1(a). Preparation begins in the magneto-

optical trap (MOT) chamber located 300 mm away from the

atom trapping site. We load 106 caesium atoms in a 3D

magneto-optical trap (MOT) in 1 s before transferring them

into an optical dipole trap with a wavelength of k¼ 1064 nm,

a beam waist of w0¼ 43 lm, and a trap depth of U0¼ 600

lK, where 10% loading efficiency is achieved. After a polar-

ization gradient cooling stage23 to cool atoms to 10 lK, opti-

cal transport between the chambers is achieved using a

motorized translation stage (Thorlabs DDS220/M) in

800 ms. Following the successful transport to the science

chamber, the dipole trap is overlapped with a pair of micro-

scopic tweezers traps for a period of 60 ms with weak 3D

cooling light; I¼ Isat per beam with a detuning D¼ –6C to

load multiple atoms into each of the microscopic traps,

where Isat ¼ 2.7 mW/cm2 is the polarization-averaged satura-

tion intensity and C/2p¼ 5.22 MHz is the spontaneous decay

rate of the transition.24

The microscopic tweezers traps are formed using a

diffraction-limited aspheric lens with NA¼ 0.45 (Geltech

355561)1 mounted in vacuum, providing a large collection

efficiency for the light emitted by each atom, �5.4%. In

order to suppress background electric fields due to the close

proximity of the atoms to the lens surface, the lens is coated

with a layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) which reduces the

transmission to 79%. The traps have a waist of 1.95 lm,

which at k¼ 1064 nm and 28 mW power results in a trap

depth of U0¼ 1.2 mK with radial (axial) trap frequencies of

�r(z)¼ 47 (5.7) kHz.

After loading atoms into the microscopic dipole traps, a

100 ms single atom loading stage is performed at a detuning

of D¼ –8C and an intensity of �0.5 Isat per beam. To

remove light shifts associated with the trapping potential,

cooling light is chopped out of phase with the trapping light

at 1 MHz with a 35% duty cycle. Due to the small trapping

volume, single atom loading via collisional blockade25 is

achieved, where light-assisted collisions (LACs) cause pairs

of atoms to be lost due to excitation of unstable molecular

potentials, resulting in probabilistic loading of either 0 or 1

atom in each trap. Using a release-recapture method,26 we

measure the temperature of the single atoms to be 15 lK

after this stage.

Light scattered by the atoms is collected by the aspheric

lens and separated from the microtrap beams using a dichroic

mirror as shown in Fig. 1(a). The collected light is then

focused by f¼ 200 mm lenses to create a confocal imaging

setup where the beam is imaged onto the Zyla chip through a

relay telescope (f1¼ 100 mm; f2¼ 30 mm) to enable filtering

in the Fourier plane using narrowband interference filters to

block the 1064 nm light reaching the camera and transmit the

852 nm light from the atoms, with a measured transmission

of 83%. The combined detection efficiency of the imaging

system including the filters is 3.5%. From Zemax calcula-

tions, we obtain a paraxial magnification of �20.5 at the

intermediate focus of the 200 mm lens, resulting in a total

magnification of M¼þ0.62 between the object plane in the

chamber and the image plane on the Zyla; this corresponds

to an effective pixel size of 1 lm. Calibration of the relay

imaging using a USAF 1951 resolution test chart finds a sub-

pixel point spread function of 0.7 6 0.1 lm.

In order to detect single atoms, a sufficient number of

photons must be scattered in order to distinguish between

scattered background light and the events due to the single

atom. The photon scattering rate for a single atom is given

by27

Csc ¼
C
2

I=Isat

1þ I=Isat þ 4ðD=CÞ2
; (2)

where D is the detuning and I is the intensity. The above

relation clearly shows that the largest scattering rate is

achieved on resonance; however, imaging on resonance

causes heating and eventually the loss of the atom from the

trap. For our experiments, imaging is performed with 0.5 Isat

of cooling power per beam at a detuning of D¼ –3 C, utilis-

ing the same out of phase chopped light pulses described

above, resulting in an effective photon scattering rate of Csc

¼ 450 photons/ms, with an expected flux of 15 photons/ms

incident on the camera. Figure 1(b) shows a typical image

obtained by imaging in this way using a total imaging time

of 40 ms, showing two clearly resolved optical traps with a

separation of 10 lm.

TABLE I. SNR comparison of different available camera technologies for

both the best QE and the QE at 852 nm. The EMCCD considered is the

Andor iXON Ultra 897 [QE¼ 90%, QE852¼ 60%, dro¼ 89e– (17 MHz oper-

ation), M¼ 1000, and Fn ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

],20 and the CCD is the Hamamatsu Orca-R2

[QE¼ 70%, QE852¼ 20%, dro¼ 10e– (fast scan mode), and Fn¼ 1].19

10 photons/px 100 photons/px 1000 photons/px

Detector Best 852 nm Best 852 nm Best 852 nm

Zyla 1.8 0.8 7.4 4.2 24.4 14.7

EMCCD 2.1 1.7 6.7 5.2 21.2 16.6

CCD 0.7 0.2 5.4 1.8 24.7 11.5

FIG. 1. (a) Single atom imaging setup. IF, interference filter; DM, dichroic

mirror; MT, microtrapping light; and TS, translation stage. (b) Single shot

image of two single atoms separated by 10 lm.
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Single atom loading of the trap sites is verified through

the emergence of a bimodal probability distribution for the

number of counts detected within a 3� 3 pixel region of

interest centred on each trap following the LAC stage.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the probability distribution

obtained from 500 repeated measurements using the imaging

parameters described above for each trap, which clearly

reveal two well separated distributions corresponding to a

Poisson distribution centred at a mean count rate l0 when no

atom is loaded and a second distribution centred at a mean

l1 when an atom is present. The reduced count rate observed

from atoms in trap 1 is due to a weak standing wave in the

retro-reflected MOT beams, creating a position-sensitive

scattering rate.

Further evidence for single atom loading is obtained by

comparing the results of imaging the same trap twice in a

single measurement run. Figure 2(c) shows correlations

between counts in shot 1 and counts in a second shot taken

50 ms later, revealing two distinct clusters associated with

having 0 (1) atom present in both shots and a small number

of points in the lower right quadrant corresponding to an

atom initially loaded in shot 1 but having been lost by shot 2.

Collating the data in this way also clarifies the ability to

retain the atom after readout, with>98% retention probabil-

ity for having an atom present in the second shot for both

traps (dominated by collisional loss from background gas as

shown below). With the LAC stage, we never observe counts

corresponding to double load events, confirming a robust sin-

gle atom loading sequence.

In order to analyse the data, we approximate the Poisson

count distributions with a large mean to a bimodal Gaussian

distribution using the following equation

PðcÞ ¼ p0Gðc; l0; r0Þ þ p1Gðc; l1; r1Þ; (3)

where pi is the probability of loading zero or one atom and

Gðc; l; rÞ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr2
p

exp f�ðc� lÞ2=ð2r2Þg is a normal-

ised Gaussian distribution. Fitting the data in Fig. 2, we

obtain parameters summarised in Table II, with both traps

loading atoms>50% of the time corresponding to sub-

Poissonian loading as observed in other experiments.13

For each measurement, the count rate in the first shot is

used to determine if an atom is present in the trap by intro-

ducing a threshold value cmin above which an atom is

assigned to the trap. Data in shot two are then analysed

conditionally upon detection in shot 1, either through fitting

the resulting bimodal distribution to extract p1 or again using

a threshold method. The error � associated with correctly

labelling an atom in the trap is calculated using

� ¼
ð1

cmin

p0Gðc; l0; r0Þdc ¼ p0

2
1� erf

cmin � l0ffiffiffi
2
p

r0

� �� �
; (4)

whilst the acceptance A (defined as the fraction of single

atom load events accepted using c> cmin) is given by

A ¼
ð1

cmin

Gðc; l1; r1Þdc ¼ 1

2
1� erf

cmin � l1ffiffiffi
2
p

r1

� �� �
: (5)

Figure 2 shows cut-off values chosen to minimise the

overlap volume between the two probability distributions

corresponding to cmin ¼ 346 and 345 for traps 1 and 2,

respectively. The corresponding error is � < 8� 10�7 with

an acceptance of A > 99:99% for both traps, corresponding

to high measurement fidelity. Figure 3 shows the evolution

of � and A as a function of imaging duration for both traps,

showing that 40 ms provides an optimal readout time, as for

longer imaging durations, heating in trap 1 limits readout

fidelity.

Finally, for application in state readout, we require that

not only can we detect the presence or the absence of an

atom with high fidelity but also the imaging process is non-

destructive to avoid losing the atom from the trap corre-

sponding to a high retention rate. To accurately determine

the retention between measurements, we perform 10 sequen-

tial imaging sequences each separated by 60 ms. Following

the 40 ms imaging pulse, the atoms are heated to 25 lK, and

a short 10 ms cooling cycle is added between images to max-

imise retention. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that we can reli-

ably retain the atom for many sequential images, from which

we obtain a single shot retention a> 99% in both traps from

fitting data to P¼ am, where m is the number of images and

P is the survival probability. For comparison, the measure-

ment of the trap lifetime returns a 1/e lifetime exceeding 6 s

for both traps and a survival probability of 87% for trap 1

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of the counts from 500 measurements

recorded for (a) trap 1 and (b) trap 2 using a 40 ms exposure. (c) Correlation

plot showing counts from the first image plotted against the counts for an

image taken 50 ms later.

TABLE II. Fit parameters for data in Fig. 2 to Eq. (3).

Trap l0 r0 l1 r1 p1 (%)

1 206 29 586 51 52

2 191 29 685 67 57

FIG. 3. (a) Readout error and (b) acceptance as a function of imaging

duration.
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and 90% for trap 2 after 600 ms. These results indicate that

the main limitation of our measurements is the background-

limited lifetime of the atoms in the trap, which we estimate

to correspond to a pressure of P�3� 10�9 Torr.28

The above results demonstrate that high fidelity state

detection is achievable using sCMOS sensors despite the

limited quantum efficiency compared to EMCCD cameras as

summarised in Table I, meaning simply scattering more pho-

tons and thus slightly increased heating to achieve the same

number of photon detection events but still providing excel-

lent performance. For experiments requiring a fast repetition

rate, readout time is also a consideration. Using the present

hardware, we are able to obtain multiple images with a mini-

mum separation of 10 ms for frame transfer, compared to

100 ms for a recent demonstration of non-destructive quan-

tum state readout with an EMCCD camera,11 significantly

reducing sensitivity to losses arising from background-gas

collisions between detection events and enabling faster

experiment cycle times. Another important factor however is

cost, with the Andor Zyla providing comparable perfor-

mance for less than a third of the cost of the popular Andor

iXon EMCCD camera at the time of writing, making

sCMOS highly competitive for single atom imaging

applications.

To extend the current results to enable a hyperfine-

resolved imaging for quantum state readout, it is necessary

to scatter light from the upper hyperfine ground-state using a

closed-transition and collect a sufficient number of photons

to discriminate the counts above the background before the

atom undergoes a hyperfine changing transition due to off-

resonant Raman processes or imperfect polarisation of light.

Kwon et al. have demonstrated this for Rb, where with 2%

conversion from photons to counts, they observed non-

destructive quantum state discrimination from 7500 photon

scattering events.11 In the present Cs experiment, we obtain

equivalent conversion efficiencies of 2.1% and 2.7% for the

two traps, respectively, meaning that similar results should

be achievable. However, our current setup would need modi-

fication to achieve the required control of polarisation of

both trapping and imaging light necessary to minimise

hyperfine state depumping during imaging to demonstrate

this. Switching to Rb would be even more favourable, as the

increase in QE at 780 nm would enable detection efficiencies

of �3.5%.

Finally, due to the FPGA hardware integrated alongside

the sCMOS sensor chip,17 it should be possible to perform

high-speed single pixel readout and image processing on the

camera itself,22 resulting in high-speed state detection and

removing the need for frame transfer. Progress towards this

goal is currently limited by the proprietary camera firmware;

however, in the future, customisable hardware will become

more widely available.

We have demonstrated resolved single atom imaging

with a sCMOS camera, with the ability to perform multiple

non-destructing measurements with high fidelity single atom

detection (� < 8� 10�7) and a retention>99% in two spa-

tially resolved optical traps. Despite the limited QE of the

camera at the imaging wavelength, we achieve comparable

performance to experiments using costly EMCCD based

detectors with a superior SNR possible at the intermediate

photon count rates. This technology offers a viable, cost-

effective alternative to other currently used techniques in

low photon detection and has the additional benefits of a

larger sensor size and the ability to independently readout

single pixels with the high-speed integrated FPGA hardware

for performing scalable quantum state detection.
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